2 Hours and 2 Days
to Guaranteed
CRM Success!

Make Selling Easier. See Results Fast.
GP

Uncover Revenue Opportunity - A pipeline is built through more
calls that result in more opportunities. Do you have a CRM system that
allows you to efficiently make more sales calls?

Perfect the Close - One key to more sales is a simple sales process that
covers all the right steps before trying to close. Do you have a CRM system
that helps you with the closing process?

Master Follow Up - Follow up is nearly impossible without a system
to plan follow-up activities. Do you have a CRM system that enables
thorough sales follow up?
Ok you get it, you need a CRM system. Well, of the top two CRM choices
(according to Gartner), Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Sales is more flexible
and lower cost. And based on our more than 30 years of CRM experience,
Velosio SalesExpedite can get you up and going with less investment in
time and cost than any competing solution.

Velosio’s SalesExpedite CRM provides our customers with a
fast, low-cost method to get their organizations
up and running with Dynamics 365 for Sales.
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PRICING >>

$2,500

plus licensing for an
inclusive implementation

Velosio is a new leader in cloud, that simplifies your journey to NEXT. We guide you, deploying
best-fit business applications that keep you ahead of the competition in today’s digital-first business
environment. We balance visionary ideas with pragmatism, delivering an exceptional client experience
that drives business value faster. www.velosio.com
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